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Caution: Wash-Checks Holder and monitor strip may still be hot! Remove with care.
At the end of the washing cycle, remove the Wash-Checks monitor from the Holder and read the result.
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Monitor Results Interpretation:

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Untreated monitor or critical / poor result.

Untreated monitor, or critical/poor result (entire red circle is visible)
Untreated monitor or critical / poor result.
Insufficient result.

Insufficient result (some red remaining in circle)
Insufficient result.
Optimum result.
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You may also record the location of monitor placement in the washer on the Wash-Checks with a fine tip waterproof marker.

Optimum result (no red remaining in circle)
Optimum result.
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You may also record the location of monitor placement in the washer on the Wash-Checks with a fine tip waterproof marker.
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